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Let us keep things simple. When the Romans came to settle in Britain the British town-

dwellers (at least) became familiar with Latin and took over many words from it. But when 

the Romans left and the Angles and Saxons invaded (5th C AD), the Britons mostly shoved 

off to Wales. Hence the Latin element in Welsh, the survivor of the British language (eg Ilyfr 

'book' (liber), fferyll 'drug, medicine' (Virgilius – regarded as a magician), caer 'fort' (castra)) . 

The Anglo-Saxons spoke a Germanic language, which was to become our language, English. 

But already Anglo-Saxon had some Latin words in it, adopted from Continental contacts; 

others were taken aboard when they settled in Britain. From this early period we still have; 

Chester (castra), dish (discus), mile (mille passus), street (strata via), wall (vallum), wine 

(vinum); and words like cat (cattus), monk (monachus), mussel (musculus) and trout (trueta) 

were added during the 5th-6th C AD. From then till the Norman invasion (1066), only a 

dribble of Latin words entered the language strongly enough to survive, eg camel (camelus), 

cook (coquus), school (schola), noon (nona hora) – the 'ninth hour' of the monastic day. 

 

It was the invasion led by William the Conqueror, Duke of Normandy, in 1066 that has had 

the really critical effect upon the Latin element in English. Naturally, it was a Latin mediated 

through French and French had (obviously) modified classical Latin in its own way before 

ever it became re-modified again from 11th C French into Middle English. Nevertheless, the 

roots are Latin. Unmodified borrowings still occurred, of course. From the 16th C we get 

alias, arbiter, interim, ignoramus, species; from the 17th, agenda, curriculum, lens, rabies, 

squalor, tedium; from the 18th, alibi, bonus, inertia, propaganda, and from the 19th, 

referendum, consensus, and of course Omnibus! 

 

It is said that the strength and flexibility of English derives from this dual origin – the 

Germanic element (from the Anglo-Saxon) and the Classical (through French); in the older 

Roman territories, France and Spain, Latin did not co-exist with but entirely ousted the 

existing languages. It certainly gives English a massive vocabulary, since in most cases the 

Germanic and the Classical roots happily live on side-by-side (eg King (Germanic), Sovereign 

(superanus, Latin), Royalty (rex, rego, Latin – whence regal and dirge (from dirige .. meam 

viam, the Catholic office for the dead), and on the rect-stem, we get direct, adroit, dress, 

etc.) But once started, it is difficult to stop. Let me dart about with some wonders of word 

derivation. I simply list and comment. 

Sherry: Spanish Jerez, from earlier form Xeres, from Caesaris (urbs), city of Caesar. Cf 

Saragossa = Caesarea Augusta. 

Madeira: materia, because it is so rich in timber. 

Supercilious: lifting the eyebrow, supercilium, of course. 



Insult: just the same as jumping on (insulto), isn't it? Generous: characteristic of people of 

fine background (genus) 

Parse: what part of speech? Children were asked: quae pars orationis? 

Premis(s)es: the aforesaid, literally, what was sent beforehand (praemissas), used in title 

deeds to avoid repetition. 

So, then, a philosophical premiss, what has already been decided. 

Trump: in cards, triumphus (from a French card-game triomphe); but as in trumpet and the 

last trump, the trombone and perhaps even the drum, the Old High German has it: trumpa. 

Puzzle: middle English opposaile, (Latin oppono), something placed opposite you, like an 

opponent. We still speak of a 'poser'.  

Apricot: Portuguese albricoque, from Arabic al-barquq (al = the), the best they could do with 

Greek praikokion (already meaning 'apricot') derived from Latin praecox (cf precocious) – 

early ripening! 

 

An exhortation 

 

All words, every single one, have a story. We, as classicists, above all, should love and 

respect and enjoy them. Words should be a staple diet of everyone's education. We as 

classicists are in a prime position to ensure that they are. And, for once, people should be on 

our side. We have a small role to play in the call for literacy which is never far from our 

educational doorstep these days. As students, we can infect other students with our 

fascination with words. As teachers, we can make certain that even the humblest Greek 

myth class for 11-year-old drop-outs contains a small derivational element. For starters, may 

I recommend that every student and teacher should get either the Oxford Dictionary of 

Etymology or Eric Partridge's Origins? I can promise you years of wonder and delight. 
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